
Ecological Scales

 Landscape
 Natural Communities
 Species 

Natural Heritage Elements 

 Advantage of  having a framework
 Stay sane
 In planning & regulation you can 

assign different scales

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this part of the training, we’d like to provide a framework for you in terms of how to look at the natural world. It is an artificial way of carving things up into meaningful bits so that we can make sense of and plan for the natural world.Recognize that participants in this course are probably coming at this with a particular agenda (e.g. a particular issue that is pressing in your town, or a topic that you might be particularly passionate about). Perhaps the “framework’ you are using is geared towards that issue.What we’ll show you now is a different organizational framework for seeing and organizing the natural world  in your mind The language of “Natural Heritage Elements” is a framework for seeing the natural world by scale. These “elements” are anything that is important to consider when looking at the natural worldFrom huge landscapes and the many species and ecological functions they supportTo individual species and their particular habitat needs And these various scales take into account a mix of physical (like bedrock soils or slope) and biological (from plants to animals and insects) 



Landscape Level Elements

□ Considering 
patterns

□ Viewing your 
town from 8,000 
feet above

□ Seeing your town 
in a larger context

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The landscape scale is something like being in an airplane at 35,000 feet. You see pattern and context in a way that you don’t on the ground



Forests

Intact

Connected

Diverse

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Forests have value:Nature’s sponge, oxygen, sequester carbon, habitat,  Provide backbone of Vermont’s Working landscapeAesthetics (and land values and dollars from leaf peepers)The more intact, connected, and diverse, the greater the values we derive from those forests. 



Forest Integrity measures the 
ability to 

support and 
maintain 
biological 

communities, 
to support 

physical 
elements of  

the ecosystem, 
and to support 

ecological 
processes.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A topic you’ll hear us use is “Forest Integrity”By that, we mean a forest’s ability to support and maintain biological communities, to support physical elements of the ecosystem, and to support ecological processes. 



Forest Blocks

Areas of  natural 
cover surrounded 

by roads, 
development and 

agriculture

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another unit we can use to address the natural world at the landscape scale is HABITAT BLOCKSThese are Areas of natural cover surrounded by roads, development and agricultureWe can use these as a unit – understanding that bigger blocks (darker colors are larger acreages in map at left) are better for wildlife – especially far ranging mammals and deep forest birdsBut the map at middle shows these blocks colored by statewide priority (red is more important) shows that even some small blocks are important for including rare things or the role they serve in a more fragmented landscape.



Raccoon
Hare
Coyote
Small rodent
Porcupine
Bobcat
Cottontail
Beaver
Black bear
Squirrel
Weasel
Mink
Fisher
Woodchuck
Deer
Muskrat
Moose
Red fox
Songbirds
Sharp-shinned hawk
Bald eagle
Skunk
Cooper’s hawk
Harrier
Broad-winged hawk
Goshawk
Kestrel
Red-tailed hawk
Horned owl
Raven
Barred owl
Osprey
Turkey vulture
Turkey
Reptiles
Garter snake
Ring-neck snake
Amphibians
Wood frog

Wildlifepresent in Forest Patches
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Tier 1
Undeveloped

Tier 2
500-2500 acre 

blocks

Tier 3
100-500 acre 

blocks

Tier 4
20-100 acre 

blocks

Tier 5
1-20 acre 

blocks

From Above and Beyond." Campoli, J., Humstone, E., & MacLean, A. 2002. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The basic idea in starting town planning for natural resources by looking at the pattern of habitat blocks has to do with this graph.At top you can see block size, with bigger blocks of habitat to the left, and small blocks to the right. The list is the species that block is likely to support. This is based on research done in Maine and is applicable to VermontThe overall pattern is undeniable. Bigger blocks of Habitat equals more species diversity. So this is a great starting point for town planning for wildlife.Please let me also add a note of caution in this approach, this is only a first step and assumes all things are equal (i.e. the big blocks of continuous habitat are of an equal quality for comparison. – That’s a very important assumption that doesn’t necessarily hold true. We’ll pick up on this point when we talk about some of the finer-scale elements. IF ALL THINGS WERE CREATED EQUAL



Effects of  Forest Fragmentation

Reduces landscape patch-size and increases movement 
barriers.
(Patch Size Effects)

Increases the amount of  “edge” in a landscape.
(Edge Effects)

Reduces access to food, shelter & mates. 
(Isolation Effects)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Impacts wide-ranging species by reducing landscape patch-size and increasing movement barriers. (Patch-Size Effects)Increases the amount of “edge” in a landscape, which can negatively impact wildlife by increasing sunlight and higher wind speeds and increasing risk of predation, invasion of non-native species, making the habitat unsuitable for some native species. (Edge Effects)Reduces access to food, shelter & mates. Increased isolation of habitats can lead to inbreeding, which can cause genetic abnormalities and weaknesses. (Isolation Effects)



Core Forest 
Blocks

Small, 
“stepping 

stone” 
forests

Wildlife Road 
Crossings

Streamside 
Connectors



(DeGraaf & Rudis 
1986)

Moose 2-20 square milesBlack Bear
30+ square miles

Area-Dependent Mammals

Bobcat
19-26 square miles

River Otter    15-30 linear miles Fisher 7-15 square miles

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Because there is so much uncertainty about what all is out there in the natural world (i.e. all the stuff we’re supposed to plan for), we often use umbrella species like these as a way of representing the needs of a whole diversity of species that we may know less about.It is species like these that are moving around a lot to get the food water shelter and access to mates that they need.The SGCN means species of greatest conservation need. That’s a designation that VT F&W gives to species they are worried about because of habitat lose and other factors. Now some of these (like Black Bear) are still fairly common today with an estimated population of 6000 animals, but we’re still concerned for their futurte.



Male Bear M0063

October 11, 2017 – November 11, 2017

Approximately 140 km. journey

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let me show you a specific example of how one male black bear traveled through Vermont habitats. This is bear 63, collared as a part of a research project in southern Vermont. Over the course of a month in the fall of 2017, #63 made a 140 km journey across southern Vermont, nearly spanning the width of the state.These kinds of journeys are influenced not just by habitat arrangement on the landscape, but by shifting food availability. A poor beechnut/acorn mast year can drive bears to seek food across long distances.  



Connectivity: Wildlife 

• Habitats isolated

• Habitats are connected 
• River banks provide travel 

corridor

Barriers to animal 
movement
• Roads
• Development
• Agriculture

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So for species like bear and bobcat that have big home ranges, the concept of connectivity is critical because they are using multiple blocks of habitat to get what they need and so moving between blocks is a more frequent occurrence. At left you see less- connected blocks with barriers like roads development and agriculture creating isolated islandsAt right you see a more connected landscape. In this case, the river is a key “vehicle” for connecting blocks of forestSo you see both upland to wetland connections,As well as along the river (for terrestrial animals or even plants) and with-in the river (for fish and other aquatic connectivity) type connectionsAlso, herps (wood frogs, eastern newt, etc.) need both aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems throughout their lifecycle to survive. 



Climate Flow
The Gradual Movement of  Populations in Response to Climate Change

The gradual movement of populations across the landscape in response to climate change 
Current Rates: 11 mile per decade North 36 feet per decade Upslope 

Lawler et al 
2015.
Animation  
thanks to Dan 
Majka



Wildlife on the Move

Big Sky Videos

Arrowwood Environmental

Walt Looney



Connectivity: Ecosystem Resiliency

□ Plants & 
Animals are 
adjusting their 
ranges

□ Many will use 
this network

Maintaining & Enhancing habitat connectivity 
allows for plant and animal migration 

Core 
Forest

Core 
Forest

Core 
Forest

Connecting
Land

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We can also think of habitat connectivity in the context of ecosystem resiliency.Where the network of connected lands is the network that plants and animals use for moving aroundAlready in the Dec 2012 Issue of the Journal Science was documented entire populations of species moving on average one mile per year away from the equator. And that’s just the change we’ve already documented in response to climate change. More of this movement is expected in the future.



Poorly installed crossing structures:
 Fragment aquatic habitats
 Limit recreational opportunity
 Increase sediment build-up

Connectivity: Aquatic

Culvert allows for 
Aquatic Organism Passage

Culvert is a barrier

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The concept of connectivity is the same in the aquatic world.Culverts like the one you see at left, are deal-breakers, fragmenting features, for fish species that may want to spawn upstream. That is too big of a jump for them to make.What you see at right allows for aquatic connectivityInterestingly, after hurricane Irene we are beginning to see the economic arguments for oversizing culverts and engineering them at grade, so they maintain a natural bottom.We see a win-win-win with oversizing culverts for extreme hydrological events.Economic investment to reduce costs of more frequent blow-outs (Our 100 yr flood is happening every 10 yrs)Aquatic organism passageMovement of terrestrial species at normal flow levels when there is dry ground on each side



Otter Creek, Pittsford, VT, September 3, 2011
Photo:Lars Gange Mansfield Heliflight

Original 
floodplain

Original
floodplainNew floodplain

Connectivity: Aquatic

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We can also think about this concept of connectivity in the sense of a river having access/connectivity to its own floodplain.�At left you can see the sequence of a river adjusting when it looses access to that floodplain because of development or channelization.



The Physical Landscape

Landforms 
Geological underpinnings

Physical landscape and 
biological world are connected

Clay Soils
Limestone
Bedrock

Flat 
Topography

Western 
Exposure

Williams Woods, The Nature Conservancy, Charlotte, VT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One lens to think about at this landscape scale, is the physical landscape. These are the basic underpinnings of our natural worldThings like bedrock and soils to landforms, slope, and aspectIn the context of climate change, this is the stage upon which the actors, the individual plants and animals, will move around on.The physical landscape has a lot to do with what lives where. 



Vermont Conservation Design

Vermont Conservation Design assigns an 
overall priority rank to lands and waters 

most important for maintaining ecological 
function.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At VFWD, we’ve been working on a project that stitches these ideas together into something called Vermont Conservation Design. It’s a map of the most important lands and waters, but also a prioritization of which areas are most important for maintaining that ecological function. 



Vermont Conservation Design

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The prioritization shows up in two tiers: Highest Priority, the areas we know rise above the rest. Priority, areas that are still important. 



Vermont Conservation Design

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s zoom in a little closer on a town. You can see that the forest block on the left shows up as highest priority, while the forest block on the right is just priority. But look closer and you can see that this spiderweb of riparian/streamside areas are also mapped as highest priority, demonstrating the importance of that riparian network.



Case study: Roxbury, VT

Forest Blocks
• Large blocks in upper 

elevations, west and east.
• Route 12a as a barrier
• Development on class 4 

roads within habitat blocks

Regional perspective 
• Shows larger pattern of  

Northfield Range
• Connections west to Greens 

Watershed Boundaries
• Headwaters for Winooski 

River & White River
• Species differences

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before we wrap this section up, lets just look at a case study example in Roxbury Vermont.Starting with its forest blocks, you can see large ones in the upper elevations, west, and east. Route 12a is a barrier between blocks. Development on class 4 roads within habitat blocks. Taken out to the regional perspective, you can see it sits within a larger pattern of connected forest blocks along the Northfield Range, and even connects west to the Greens. Finally, looked at from a watershed perspective, this town is at the headwaters of the Winooski and White Rivers.  Each of these these various lens can provide different perspectives on how to plan.



Questions?
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